LIGHT TAPE®, THE PERFECT SOLUTION FOR CINEMA APPLICATIONS.
Bring Your Imagination To Light™

Extending 100 feet in length,
it’s truly light with no limits.

WHY LIGHT TAPE® CINEMA?
1
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DURABILITY:
Light Tape® products are built to last many years
without any maintenance.

Security:
Light Tape® lamps can be seen through smoke
and fog, providing security in emergencies.

Very low energy consumption:
The Light Tape® used in step extrusions only uses
0.25 watt per linear meter. This is less than any
other step lighting option.

Visual and Physical Properties:
Light Tape® provides a modern and uniform
continuous light and high quality look. Cold to the
touch, does not contain glass or gas and is very
visible.

Light Tape® provides a clean illumination with no glare to disturb viewers during the show.

ear, with no glare to disturb the viewer durning the show.

Services
System Design:
We’ll help you design
and plan for the ideal system.

Join:
We can assemble/deliver the
product ready for installation.

Installation:
We offer installation guidenelines
to help your contractor.

OEM:
We can customize parts of
the system to meet the needs
of your company or project.

Export:
We ship Light Tape® to every
continent on earth.

Training:
We offer technical information and
support online. Additional on-site
support is available at an additional
charge.

Supervision during the lifetime of the system
Light Tape® cinema systems are long lived and can last up to 10 years under normal conditions. We support our customers throughout life,
with after-sales services, technical consulting and parts.

Light Tape ® Cinema Systems, a complete lighting solution for Cinema today.
Simple, modern, low maintenance and environmentally friendly.

STEP LIGHTING SYSTEM
Lighting Stairs:
The step lighting system is designed to provide better
visibility on steps without the harsh glare of bright LED’s.
It’s main use is in cinemas, however, can also be used in
any location where lit steps are useful as in bars, nightclubs,
auditoriums and theaters.
Traditional systems use LED lights. However, they create
bright points of light that cause glare. Light Tape® provides
uniform illumination, less glare and better visibility.
Our systems use very little energy, about 0.25 watts per
linear meter for a width of 1/4 inch, with virtually
no maintenance.

Light Tape® Cinema
Lighting Stairs:
The system comes pre-wired and pre-assembled, saving time in the installation process.
The system is installed with epoxy glue directly on the flooring.

Aluminium Profile
(white or black anodized matte)

Wiring
(PVC)

ANTI-SLIP PVC
(85% DUREZA)

BASE wiring
(PVC)

ACRILIC PROTECTOR
(Transparent 2mm)
END CAP
(In Polypropylene
High Density Left and Right)

BASE wiring
(PVC)

LIGHT TAPE 0.25”
(See guide colors)

TAPA wiring
(PVC)

Size and Colors
EXTREME SERIES

CLASSIC SERIES

COLOR
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Light Tape® is available in a
variety of colors. Our natural
Natural Blue

base colors are Natural Blue &
Extreme Blue-Green. Please
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check our website for updates

Blue Green

Media White
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Caribbean Blue
off
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and new colors. We can do
colors to suit, but require

Glacier White

minimum volumes for custom
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Purple

Electric Blue
off

Orange
on

off

on

colors.
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SIZE
Imperial

Metric

Inches

6.35mm

19.05mm

0.25

A= Width illuminated
B= Width laminate
(laminate should not be cut or
reduced)

International Red

Rich Red

Yellow

on

off

on

B .50”
A .25”

Pink

Green

*The colors in this table are simulated and the final
product may vary. Before choosing a color we recommend
seeing a physical sample. All colors are presented in
positions (OFF) and (ON).

FLOOR LIGHTING SYSTEM
LINEAR LIGHTING
Our Linear lighting system is designed for aisles, ramps, and
corridors.
The system consists of a rail of rigid pvc with a transparent
cover which allows the passage of light.
The system can also be used on walls.
Traditional systems use LED lights, however they create
bright points of light that cause glare. Light Tape® provides
uniform illumination.
Our systems use very little energy, about 0.25 watts per
meter for 1/4” width, with virtually no maintenance.

Power Supplies
Smart Driver™
Our systems are supplied with AC Smart Driver Power
Supplies™. Manufactured in aluminum housing, and also have
a system overload protection, no load and short circuit.
Our AC Smart Drivers™ includes a hand dimmer dial and
adjustable flash setting. These Smart Drivers™ are designed to
ensure consistent and uniform illumination, as well as long life.
Once the area to be illuminated is defined, you can choose the
appropriate power supply. Each power supply is designed to
light a specific area of lamp. Multiple lamps can be connected
to one power supply. Remote dimming is available on some
units.

To learn more about Light Tape® products, visit us at:
www.lighttape.com

